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"MY LITTLE DREAM GIRL"

BY AMERICA'S BEST SONG WRITERS

L. Wolfe Gilbert and Anatol Friedland
A SONG FOR THE HOME AND PARLOR
"MY LITTLE DREAM GIRL"
YOU SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF
"MY LITTLE DREAM GIRL"
THAT "BETTER CLASS" SONG
"MY LITTLE DREAM GIRL"
THE BALLAD BEAUTIFUL
A High Class Popular Song
An Irresistible Melody Set to a Beautiful Poem

My Little Dream Girl

Lyric by
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Writer of
"Robert E. Lee"
Beautiful Ballads

Music by
Anatol Friedland
Composer of
"Persian Rose", etc.

COPIES OF ABOVE ON SALE AT ALL MUSIC SHOPS—OR WILL BE SENT BY THE PUBLISHERS ON RECEIPT OF 15 CENTS EACH (POSTPAID)
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If you want to buy official bulletin of today's best dances